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Marc Landy and Sidney Milkis present American politics as a dramatic narrative of conflict and change, adopting an American Political Development approach to show the whole gamut of attitudes, behaviors, organizational activities, and institutional relationships that constitute American political and governmental life. The authors strongly emphasize how the two key political development principles of path dependency and critical choice are central to explaining how and why the past affects the present and future.

Major Features
• Authors explain how ideas come to shape concrete policies and institutions and to shape political movements.
• Themes of path dependency and critical choice illustrate why institutions and policies perpetuate themselves and why they change.
• The narrative style helps students fully engage in the material.
• Chapter-opening vignettes provide contemporary context for the key theme(s) of the chapter.

New to This Edition
• The text was updated throughout and its tone is now more even and objective.
• The content was streamlined to make it more focused and less dense.
• Historical developments drive the discussions and key analytic arguments of the chapter, helping reader to understand the present.
• Each chapter now presents a contemporary portrait at the beginning of the chapter to develop a fuller context for the chapter discussion(s).
• A new concluding chapter takes America’s most enduring principle, the American Creed, enunciated in the Declaration of Independence, and discusses how and why it remains seminal to American political life.
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